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VP549
NEW

Phono Preamplifier
Once in a while, something great happens. Whether it was hard work or just luck, everything
comes together all at once and you end up with something remarkable. This is one of those
times. I could go on and on about the sound of the VP549, but in this case you are just going to
have to get one as words won’t properly describe the final product.
Three selectable cartridge load capacitance options.
Rumble Filter.
Control to attenuate level.
Knowing you just purchased the best phono preamp available for only $149... Priceless.

PA550
NEW

3 Channel Pre amplifier
It’s smaller compact design may lead you to believe that it is just another pre, but…IT IS A MONSTER. It has so much gain potential that it will drive any amplifier made with ease, and not even
break a sweat. The amount of headroom available in the PA550 can only be rivaled by pre’s that
cost enough to drain anyone’s bank account.
It’s tone is full bodied, letting you know right away that all frequencies are covered and nothing
is masked. It never gives you the impression that it is making the treble too shimmery, or that the
bass response has been overly fluffed up. This is an all American, bold, strait-forward approach
to reproducing your music.

SE560
NEW

Sonic Exciter (Sound Enhancer)
SE560 sonic exciter can be used for whole system sound enhancement -Turntable/Phono
cartridge enhancer - or as a stand alone preamp, whether you are using it as a phono
enhancer or sending music to your amplifier or preamp. At every design stage we spent a
considerable amount of time focused on one thing, sound quality.
What will it do?
It will take your speakers (whatever the price) and make them sound like speakers that are
four times the cost.
It will make your phono cartridge sound like one of those you read about in magazines.
It will sound like you had pillows covering your speakers before you used the SE560.

PP532
NEW

Passive 4 Channel Preamplifier
The PP532 pre amplifier is a completely passive design with absolutely nothing
added to your audio signal path.
That means NO power required, NO electronics used and NO distortion will ever be
added to your music.
It is the most effective way to reach high-end audio quality, and you will save enough
coin that you can buy the more expensive speakers you have been eyeing.

MA258

20 Watt Integrated Amp
The MA258 is an all in one unit. Instead
of buying a separate amp, phono pre
and preamp, we have combined them
all into one integrated amplifier.
If you are looking for simplicity that has
zero excuses for sound quality, this is
the item for you. For $199, the level of
sound quality from the MA258 is astonishing.

MT502

Moving Coil Matching Transformer
The Bellari MT502 is a stereo, moving coil
step up transformer that raises the low level of
a moving coil cartridge up to moving magnet
level. Making your moving coil cartridge compatible with your phono preamp. The MT502 is
all hand-built in the USA, and is as much art as
it is sonic perfection.

NEW PRICE

HA540

Tube Headphone Amplifier

Just an amazing sounding, pure, 12AX7 tube
headphone amp running 150 regulated volts to
the tube plates. It will be the thing that kicks your
music up a notch, and gets you addicted to this
hobby. There is a definite weight to the audio
quality, in the sense that everything felt like it
had some genuine power driving it. While it is
not inexpensive by most standards, it is truly an
audio bargain for it’s build and sound quality.

